
Instruction Manual

REV 04/18/19

WARNING: 
Read carefully and understand all INSTRUCTIONS before operating. Failureto follow the safety 
rules and other basic safety precautions may result in serious personal injury.
Save these instructions in a safe place and on hand so that they can be read when required. 
Keep these instructions to assist in future servicing.

Cooler Box –45QT



TECHNICAL DETAILS

PRODUCT INTRODUCTION
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Item No.

GUT014

Volume Capacity External Dimension
68.58(L)*41.4(W)*41.4(H)cm
27(L)*16.3(W)*16.3(H)inch

Net Weight

45 quart equals 42.58 liter approx 12.00kg/26.45lbs

1. Durable sealing gasket ensures excellent 
leak proof of the cooler box.

2. New endurable latch for easy locking and 
opening.

3. Friction pads increases the stability of the 
cooler box.

4. Recessed drain plug-helps drain liquid from 
cooler box easily.

5. The unique design of release valve can 
help you open the cooler box easily.

6. Recessed drain plug-helps drain liquid 
from cooler box easily.



Tips to make your coolers best performance: 
1. Pre-chilling. Treat your cooler as a temperature maintainer. Now that you think about it in this 

way, you can understand why it is so important to bring the internal temperature of the cooler 
down before adding ice. This process is referred to as pre-chilling and is essential for the 
proper operation of your cooler. We recommend placing dry ice in the cooler for at least 1 
hour. Aways use proper safety precautions when handling dry ice including the use of 
gloves. If dry ice is not available place the cooler in a chest freezer overnight. Another option 
is to fill up the cooler with ice and leave overnight, then change to fresh ice before using.

2. If possible, chill or freeze any goods before placing them in the cooler. The ice will last much 
longer.

3. Water from melted ice is not a bad thing! Cold water that comes from ice after a few days 
helps insulate the remaining ice better than empty airspace. 

4. Open your lid as few times as possible to reduce warm air coming from the outside. Always 
shut the lid with latch lock in correct position after you opened the cooler. 

5. Ice performance can vary greatly. Block ice will melt slower than cube ice, but cube ice with 
a larger total surface area will cool items faster. You may want to consider a mixture of both 
types. Start with very cold, solid ice versus wet ice that has already begun to met. Besides, 
the temperature, times you open the lid, will also influence the ice performance too. 

6. Fill cooler with as much ice as possible. 
7. Your cooler is dry ice approved. Dry ice (CO2), made from frozen carbon dioxide, is an 

excellent way to achieve super cold temperature, without any water residue. Always handle 
dry ice with caution and wear protective gloves, as it can quickly freeze burn skin (-109°F). 
Allow for adequate ventilation of any CO2 gas. It may be helpful to add some dry ice to your 
ice mixture to keep it colder longer. 

WARNING: Dry ice may explode in an airtight container, loose the air release 
button before you put dry ice into cooler. 
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HEAVY DUTY RUBBER
LATCHES
NEVER CHANGE THOSE PLASTIC
BRACKET EVER AGAIN!

NON-SLIP BOTTOMS
KEEP YOUR COOLER IN PLACE

HEAVY DUTY HANDLES
ULTRA STRENGTH POLYESTER ROPE

QUICK DRAIN SYSTEM
LEAK-FREE EASY DRAIN FLOW SPOUTS

NEVER-BREAK HINGE SYSTEM
INTERCONNECTED DURAL STAINLESS STEEL 
HINGES

FREEZER-GRADE RUBBER GASKET
TIGHT SEAL BLOCKS OUT THE HEAT.
LOCKS THE COLD INSIDE 

ROTOMOLDED CONSTRUCTION
VIRTUALLY INDESTRUCTIBLE

SAFER TIE-DOWN SLOTS
KEEP IT IN PLACE REGARDLESS OF THE
ACTIVITY YOU ARE PERFORMING

AIR RELEASING BUTTON
FOR RELEASING THE AIR TO OPEN
THE LID MUCH ESIER

BOTTLE OPENER
DUAL STAINLESS STEEL LOCKING PLASTE FOR 
MORESECURITY WITH BOTTLE OPENER FUNCTION



Size: 145x210mm REV 04/18/19157克铜版纸
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